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Year 6 Update—Who we are
‘People have rights and responsibilities in order to keep safe in
society’ is the central idea that has been investigated across
Year 6 in our first Unit of Inquiry. Students explored the key
concepts of responsibility and connection to gain a deeper
understanding of the central idea, whilst addressing the lines of
inquiry that ‘People’s actions can affect others’ and ‘Power and
Relationships’. This has been supported with a number of inschool visits and excursions, including sessions run by the RAA
Road Safety team and Life Education van (discussing
relationships and decision making). We spent a day at the
Superloop 500 and a team building session at the Woodhouse
Activity Centre where students were involved in Challenge Hill, a
rope crossing activity, orienteering and a labyrinth maze.
Our learning has focused on keeping
safe in society by completing a graphic
organiser to gain prior knowledge of
the concept, a vignette to show the
different aspects of a bullying situation
and concluded with the Year 6 students
presenting to their peers on themes
from across the Child Protection
Curriculum that utilised the I B
Approaches to Learning (ATL’s) of
researching, communicating, thinking
and time management skills.
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Year 6 & 7 Marionette Puppets
Our creative Year 6 & 7 students demonstrated their
understanding of the Line of Inquiry, People’s actions
can affect others (connection) by designing and
building marionette puppets.
Students used recycled materials and items from the
environment; completed a detailed procedure outlining
the steps taken to make the puppet; and then created
a short 2 to 3 minute movie focusing on the power
relationships between a bully, victim and bystander!
A wonderful example of transdisciplinary learning.
Here is Samantha’s puppet!

Uniform Shop
As a company, JS Sports have discussed various options
for our onsite shops, and to support the wellbeing of our
staff and your school community we will implement the following changes for the last two
weeks of Term 1:


We will open once per week, on Tuesdays – 8.30 to 10.00



One student / parent in the shop at one time



Card only no cash



We encourage families to purchase uniform online via school website.

